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May it please the Panel,!!
Leave is sought to make some comments on the Noise Chapter!!
1)  A further option to the mediation report between CIAL and other parties is mooted being a 

large double dome concrete hush house for jet engine testing capable of housing an A380 and 
other wide body aircraft.!!

2) Concrete domes could be formed cheaply over gravel formwork by a “drive-on” concrete pour 
method.  The second dome can be formed later over the first allowing a (say) 3m void in 
between.!!

3) The Void between the two domes can manage the exchange of required airmass while allowing 
for extensive noise muffling by counter positioning air inlet slots.!!

4) Informal chat with a noise expert heavily involved on this topic suggests this design would be 
very successful from an acoustic perspective but it was assumed it would be too expensive and 
the air mass exchange requirements prohibitive.!!

5) Informal chats with an aerodynamic expert from Canterbury University suggests required 
airmass exchanges can be achieved without undermining acoustic outcomes.!!

6) Against costs the gravel post project could be seen as a measured and tradable pool available 
to local contractors allowing for slippage potentially reducing the cost of the formwork towards 
the cost of transport one way.!!

7) As an alternative environmental advantages could be leveraged by sourcing the gravel from 
the Selwyn with the addition of a custom crusher to increase angular content.  Side dumping 
wagons could be loaded directly over that River and trained to the nearest location to ?reduce 
costs.  !!

8) Opportunity for Christchurch to extend local aero engineering and ideally future proof to aircraft 
design beyond the current A380 designs may be an important hedge commensurate with our 
expected reliance on air travel as a country.! !


